Abstract. We present the simple and fast symmetry plain detection algorithm, that recognizes Falx cerebri curve on each human brain computed thomogrpahy slice. Symmetry curves appear approximately on 30% images and using such images as reference it is possible to determine symmetry plane. We propose an algorithm based on hybrid methods, that allows detect symmetry plane with deviation angle until 25 0 . The method is based on fuzzy logic that selects region of interest and symmetry curves. Direct pixels selection with evaluation of symmetry curve properties are used to calculate symmetry plane with high speed.
Introduction
Determination of symmetry plane (SP) on human brain images is a crucial task for further automatic analysis. Division of brain region into symmetric areas provides more accuracy in detection of brain structures and recognition of nonhealthy regions of the brain like stroke, aneurism, tumor, etc. There are many methods to compute mid-sagitall symmetry plain of brain. Some of them measure cross correlation [1, 2, 3, 4] or Hough transform [5] or other features [6, 7, 8] . Disadvantage of such algorithms are time-consuming calculations, especially in the case of cross correlation method. Therefore high speed algorithms are required. One of possible ways is to use distributed computing or optimize existing algorithms. In our task the specific fast hybrid principle was used that extracts Falx cerebri feature (Fig. 1) . The designed method uses direct point search method in order to increase noise resistance and avoid Hough transform floating point of angle calculations. Because our proposed algorithm works with only integer numbers, the time of calculation is less then 1 second to calculate symmetry plane using 50 images by 512 × 512 resolution with Pentium 4, 2.6GHz computer.
Method
Algorithm consists of four stages. First stage is image preprocessing, definition of the region of interest (ROI). The scope of future analysis is elimination of unnecessary image information for axis determination. The smaller brain view area helps to reach better filter response on symmetry curve (SC). In the second stage filtering is implemented in order to select narrow light curves (Fig. 1) called Falx Cerebri. Almost 30% CT images contain this information in human vertex area. Third stage is detection of symmetry axis. In this stage SC are converted into the lines in order to calculate SP. Conversion is implemented by simple separation of pixels by lines with some angle [9] . The last stage is related to SP calculation using symmetry lines coordinates detected in previous stage. For correct SP detection minimum two lines must be detected.
Definition of the region of interest
The proposed algorithm requires clean areas to detect SC. However, there are critical areas in CT images that possess properties similar to SC. This is left and right human brain areas, that after processing with SC filter appears as vertical curves. By this reason, left and right areas are removed and speed of SP detection increase, because the area of brain can be reduced more than in 40%. The algorithm executes from the calculation of the center point of brain view and diagonal lines (Fig. 2 ) that show corresponding areas of brain view in each slice.
The brain region in image is defined as gray valued pixels Here, x, y -coordinates of pixels, g(x, y) -human brain image with bone areas. In the beginning of ROI selection the boundaries of brain view are denoted as follows
Here, y l , y r -left and right pixels of objects in y coordinate, x t , x b -top and bottom pixels of objects in x coordinate , x, x, y, y is left, right and top, bottom grey level view pixels positions
Using such information any line shown in Fig. 2 can be calculated. The gap between diagonal lines is ROI and SC can easily fit with 25 degrees angle or more. The shape of ROI is not significant, it was only important to remove left and right areas (Fig. 2 ) that filters recognize as parts of SC.
Detection of symmetry curve
Several types of filters that are related to symmetry curve properties was analyzed. In Fig. 3 is shown filters shapes that are used for analyzing its behavior on symmetry curve (SC). The maximum size of sliding window of filter was 10 × 10 pixels because symmetry curve can easily fit in it. The main property of symmetry curve is brighter pixels than other gray matter pixels entire image. Thus, the simple fuzzy filters for brightness comparison were constructed. These filters are suitable to recognize vertical light curves. Construction of tested filters Fig.  3 is shown. The main property of filters is that center pixels (black squares) are compared with surrounding pixels (white squares) by rule
Here, I b (x, y) -center pixels of sliding window of binary images; g c (x, y) -center pixels of sliding window of gray scale images; g lef t (x, y), g right (x, y) -left and right pixels of sliding window of gray scale image. For testing of filters we used 1462 images of 91 patients. 60% of slices where eliminated automatically because they have not SC property. As testing parameter the length of SC was used, that was calculated with fourth step of designed algorithm. The experiment showed that histograms of SC length of given filters differ slightly and shape of filter is not essential. Moreover, if the sliding window of filter becomes more simple than Fig. 4 , then SC can not be detected, when SC appears very unclear. There is eventually strong relation between number of comparison in filter, brightness and length of SC pixels (Fig. 2) . 
Here the Hough transform can be used, that can draw the line through the concentrated pixels [10, 5] . According noisy CT images we used direct point selection by lines with appropriate angle. In Fig.  4 is shown an example of lines positioning. First, two horizontal and parallel lines are used. Second, from the q 1 the lines are drawn by formula of standard line between two points. All straights positions are stored and used to produce all possible lines between horizontal lines. The number of possible lines is M = q n · r m , which has set of pixels l ij where 1 ≤ i ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ m are set of filtered pixels (Fig. 2) . Here m, n -lengths of horizontal lines. In estimation of symmetry line is important intersection of filtered pixels and produced lines k ij = l ij ∩ B. One of lines can represent symmetry axis in case when meets the requirements of (i 0 , j 0 ) = arg max( y) ) evaluates SC brightness of pixels by their neighbours. This simple addition dramatically increases k ij value and symmetry axis can be detected even SC is represented with low number pixels. In this case the filtered image (Fig. 2 d) can contain more noise pixels than SC. Finally symmetry plane equation is derived using N = 2K number of points in 30% slices. Here K is number of CT slices of single patient. 
Results
Experiments with CT images showed that shape of filter is not essential and simplest filter shape can be used. The critical parameter that affect speed is forming of straights (Fig. 4) . If only odd values of m, n are used to draw straights then time of calculation decreases more than 35%, but precision of SP detection decreases. To speed up an algorithm the straights are calculated once and copied to determine all possible angles between horizontal lines. For experiments we used 1462 CT images of 91 person. The SP were detected successfully for 89 persons. Visually all 89 images collections showed correct position of SC in −25 0 .. + 25 0 angle interval. Because the symmetry curves appear only in human head vertex area, then symmetry axis are projected in to all slices. This algorithm can be used for magnetic nuclear resonance images also. For precision evaluation of formed SP the future analysis of comparison must be prepared.
